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Zinex A5 Diamond Core Drill
[Inventory ID #119833]

 
Zinex A5 Diamond Core Drill.

Year: 2008.
Hours: Approx. 6,000.

170 hp 12 valve Isuzu diesel engine.
435 pressure pump.
Synchronized chuck and foot-clamp.

Drill comes with:
Foot-clamp lock out.
Hydraulic water cooler mounted vertically in control panel
to ensure drainage in cold weather.
Quick couplers on tower cylinders so they don’t bleed off
when switching back to main hoist.
All high pressure hoses are in safety sleeves.
Guards around all moving parts.
Full length adjustable slide for rod support to provide
helpers an easy rest for rod pulls and reaming.
Adjustable rod rack is incorporated into drill shack to allow
for more rods and no stress on feed frame.

Mounted in a fully unitized skid shack with:
T1 skids with AR runners.
Large double 5 ft doors for easy engine, battery and
hydraulic access.
Folding work floor raised via 12V electric winch.
Lights, cables and hoses run along ceiling.
Ladder to get on roof.
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Large fuel tank and gen-set mount.
Square tube tow hitch that can be mounted on front or
back of drill shack.
Dual mud tanks.
Hydraulic mud mixer.

 Also included:
Spare main fly frame for feed frame.
HQ Chuck and Footclamp jaws.
NQ Chuck and Footclamp jaws.
Certified fly cables for all components.
1 Fly basket.
12V double fan cooled, hydraulic heat exchanger (extra
cooling for hot climates).

 

Please contact us for more information.
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